ABSTRACT The hesitant multiplicative preference relation (HMPR) was initially put forward in 2013. Utilizing the HMPR, the decision makers can give some possible preference values from the Saaty's 1-9 scale for pairwise comparisons over alternatives. However, until now, there is little research on the consistency and consensus of HMPRs. In this paper, we focus on exploiting the regression method and the feedback mechanism to improve the consistency and consensus for HMPRs and developing an efficient group decision-making model with HMPRs. First, a regression method based on complete consistency is developed to reduce HMPRs to multiplicative preference relations (MPRs). After that, a novel consistency checking and revising method based on the threshold estimation method and the feedback mechanism is given to improve the consistency level of the reduced MPRs. Then, a group consensus index is put forward to calculate the deviation degree between the reduced MPR and the group MPR and it is utilized to develop a consensus reaching process based on the feedback mechanism to improve the group consensus level of the reduced MPRs. Next, a complete group decision-making model with HMPRs is developed to rank all the alternatives and select the best one. Finally, a numerical example with respect to the investment of shared bikes is presented to demonstrate the proposed group decision-making model and then we also compare our proposed model with the existing one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Decision making refers to a process in which the individual decision makers (DMs) try to choose the best one from a set of alternatives or rank all of them [1] . However, because of the time pressure or the lack of knowledge, the individual decision makers may not be able to provide the reasonable decision-making results. In this case, it needs a group of decision makers to be involved in this process, which is called the group decision making [2] . Preference relations in the form of pairwise comparison matrices are important and efficient tools, which are commonly used by DMs to give their preference information for pairwise comparisons over alternatives [3] . Each element in a preference relation matrix represents a DM's preference information over two alternatives. Because there are different types of evaluation scales that are utilized by the DMs, the preference relations can be mainly categorized into three types: multiplicative preference relation [4] , fuzzy preference relation (FPR) [5] , and linguistic preference relation (LPR) [6] .
Based on the non-uniformly distributed 1-9 scale, Saaty first put forward the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [7] , which has become an important decision-making method and has been broadly used in many fields such as military, medical treatment, environment, and economy. In the AHP, the DMs make the pairwise comparisons between any two alternatives and then select the preference values from the non-uniformly distributed 1-9 scale to give the preference information. All the preference information over any two alternatives form a pairwise comparison matrix, which is also called the multiplicative preference relation (MPR) [8] . Considering the fact that the DMs are usually uncertain when offering the preference information, Saaty and Vargas [9] also developed the concept of interval multiplicative preference relation to rank the alternatives .
The concept of MPR has been paid much attention by researchers [10] - [14] . For example, Chiclana et al. [10] devised some induced ordered weighted geometric operators, which are applied to aggregate MPRs. Zhang [11] introduced a method to estimate the unknown preference values in an incomplete MPR. Each element in the MPR only owns a membership degree expressing the preference intensity of an alternative over another one and cannot model the nonmembership function. To extend the modeling capability of MPR, Xia et al. [12] gave the definition of intuitionistic MPR based on the concept of intuitionistic multiplicative sets (IMS) and devised some operational laws. Considering the hesitancy information, Xia et al. combined the concept of hesitant fuzzy sets [13] with the Saaty's 1-9 scale and developed the concept of hesitant multiplicative preference relation (HMPR) [14] .
Consistency and consensus have great influence upon the decision-making results of group decision-making problems with various preference relations, such as MPRs, FPRs, and LPRs. The consistency refers to whether there are conflicts among the preferences in the preference relations given by the individual DMs. The consensus refers to the degree of agreement among the preference relations given by a group of DMs. The preference relations with low consistency or consensus will incur unreasonable decision-making results [15] . Because of the complexity of decision-making issues, time pressure, and lack of knowledge, DMs usually cannot provide the consistent preference relations. At the same time, DMs usually show diverse opinions, so the preference relations provided by them also cannot achieve acceptable group consensus level.
As for the consistency of various preference relations, three methods have been proposed to measure the degree of deviation between preference relations and their consistent preference relations. They are the consistency ratio offered by Saaty [7] based on eigenvector method, the geometric consistency index (GCI) based on a row geometric mean prioritization method [16] , and the consistency index based on the distance measure [17] . To improve the unacceptable consistency level of various preference relations, a number of studies have been presented, which are mainly divided into two branches: programming models [18] and iterative models [19] . For example, Tang and Meng [20] put forward a linear goal programming model to achieve the triangular fuzzy MPRs with the acceptable consistency level from the inconsistent ones. He and Xu [21] introduced two automatic iterative algorithms to modify the unacceptably consistent LPRs until there are acceptable.
There also are many studies focusing on the consensus of various preference relations [22] - [26] . Existing studies use the distance or similarity between the individual preference relations and the group preference relation to measure the consensus for various preference relations. As a supplement, González-Arteaga et al. [22] used the Pearson correlation coefficient to develop a different definition of consensus for reciprocal preference relations. Based on the definition of consensus, many dynamic and iterative consensus reaching models have been devised to adjust the preference relations until they own the acceptable consensus level. The models are mainly divided into two types: automatic model [23] and feedback-based model [24] . Some studies developed a new concept called the consistency/consensus level, which considers the consistency level and consensus level at the same time and then developed the group decision-making models based on the consistency/consensus level to adjust the consistency and consensus simultaneously [25] , [26] .
However, the existing studies are dedicated to improving the consistency and consensus for MPRs, FPRs, and LPRs. They cannot be used to solve the group decision making problems with HMPRs. To fill the gap, Zhang and Wu [27] first normalized HMPRs by extending the shorter elements and then developed two automatic iterative algorithms to improve the consistency and consensus for HMPRs. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only work concerning the consistency and consensus of HMPRs. This work shows some drawbacks:
(1) Normalizing the HMPRs leads to the high amounts of computations;
(2) Two automatic iterative algorithms presented in [27] without the involvement of the DMs result in the deviation of HMPR from the DMs' original opinions; (3) The threshold of the acceptable consistency level is usually determined by the experiences of the DMs and there is no any theoretical basis to support the given threshold.
Thus, as a supplement, we intend to improve the existing work from another point of view.
In this paper, we focus on the studies of the consistency and consensus of HMPRs by reducing HMPRs into MPRs. Our contributions are shown as follows:
(1) To reduce the computations, the concept of complete consistency and the error analysis method is introduced to put forward a regression method to reduce the HMPRs into MPRs before improving their consistency and consensus.
(2) A threshold estimation method is developed to obtain the threshold of the acceptable consistency level exploiting the probability theory. At the same time, a novel iterative consistency checking and revising method considering the feedback mechanism is devised to adjust the reduced MPR until its consistency level satisfies the threshold.
(3) An iterative consensus reaching process based on the feedback mechanism is proposed to improve the consensus level of the reduced MPRs. It returns the suggestions on the VOLUME 6, 2018 modification of the inconsistent reduced MPRs to the DMs and uses the feedback mechanism to exploit the feedback information from DMs to modify the inconsistent reduced MPRs.
(4) A complete group decision-making model with the HMPRs is devised by combining the iterative consistency checking and revising method with the iterative consensus reaching process. Then it is applied into the investment of shared bikes and compared with the existing one to verify its effectiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives brief introductions to the MPR, HMSs and HMPRs. Section 3 describes a regression method to reduce HMPRs into MPRs. Section 4 designs a consistency checking and revising method based on the feedback mechanism to get the acceptably consistent MPRs from inconsistent MPRs. In Section 5, an iterative consensus reaching process based on the feedback mechanism is proposed to adjust the group consensus level between the MPRs and the group MPR. A complete group decision-making model with HMPRs is put forward in Section 6. An illustrative example concerning the investment of shared bikes is demonstrated and then our proposed model is compared with the existing one [27] in Section 7. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1 [7] , [14] : Given a fixed finite set X , then a multiplicative preference relation (MPR) on X is defined as a reciprocal matrix R = r ij n×n ⊂ X × X satisfying the following condition:
The value of r ij represents the intensity of the alternative x i over the alternative x j . r ij = 1 means the indifference between x i and x j . If r ij > 1, then it means that x i is superior to x j . If r ij < 1, then it indicates that x i is inferior to x j .
Definition 2 [7] , [14] : Given a MPR R = r ij n×n , if it satisfies the following multiplicative transitivity:
Then the MPR R is referred to as a complete consistent multiplicative preference relation.
Motivated by the concept of hesitant fuzzy sets and the Saaty's 1-9 scale, Xia et al. devised the concept of hesitant multiplicative sets (HMS) as follows [14] :
Definition 3 [14] : Let X be a fixed set, then a HMS on X is defined mathematically as:
where h (x) = {ζ |ζ ∈ h (x)} is a set of several possible values from the Saaty's 1-9 scale and it represents all the possible membership degrees of the element x ∈ X to the set H . For convenience, h = h (x) is often called as a hesitant multiplicative element (HME). Then H is the set of all the HMEs.
Zhang and Wu [27] defined two operations for HMEs as follows:
Definition 4 [27] , [28] where λ > 0. Definition 5 [27] , [28] : Assume that there is a fixed set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, then a HMPR is defined as a matrix H = h ij n×n , where h ij = h s ij |s = 1, 2, . . . , #h ij is a HME and it means all the possible preference values of x i over x j .
ji , where h δ(s) ij and h δ(s) ji are the sth least values in the HMEs h ij and h ji .
III. REGRESSION METHOD BASED ON COMPLETE CONSISTENCY FOR HMPRs
Motivated by the error analysis method to compute the consistency levels of FPRs [29] , a regression method with the completely consistency is developed to reduce HMPRs into MPRs in this section.
Suppose that there is a HMPR H = h ij n×n ⊂ X × X , where X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } describes a set of alternatives. According to Definition 2, the possible preference values of the alternative x i over the alternative x j denoted as a HME h ij (i = j) can be estimated through an intermediate alterna-
where h m ij is an estimated HME. The operations× and÷ are defined as follows:
Definition 6: Suppose that there are three HMEs h, h 1 , and h 2 , and a real number a ∈ 1 9 , 9 , then it is defined as
Before using Eq. (3.1) to estimate h m ij , all the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) should be divided into sets, which are defined as
( (3.4) .
Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the optimal value of each HME in H has been got, turn to Step 4.
Step 4. Use all the obtained optimal values h * ij to form the reduced MPR H * = h * ij n×n .
Step 5. End.
follows:
where #h m ij describes the total number of all the possible preference values in each h m ij . Based on the degree of deviation between each possible value in the HME h ij and its corresponding geometric estimated preference value h G ij , the error between them can be defined as follows:
Definition 7: Given any HME h ij and its geometric estimated preference value h G ij , the error between them is mathematically computed as:
where εh ij denotes the error, which is a set consists of several values. Obviously, each value in the error is in the interval
If there is a preference value h * ij ∈ h ij that satisfies the following condition:
Then it is referred to as the optimal value. Following this principle and obtaining h * ij for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n; i = j, the HMPR H can be reduced into a MPR H * = h * ij n×n that is known as a reduced MPR.
Based on the completely consistency and above analysis, an algorithm that reduces a HMPR H into a MPR H * is described in Algorithm 1.
Example 8: Let a HMPR be
Step 1: Choose the first HME h 12 , and utilize Eq. (3.1) to compute all the estimated HMEs h m ij as:
Step 
Step 5: End.
IV. CONSISTENCY CHECKING AND REVISING METHOD A. CONSISTENCY INDEX
Based on Definition 2 and Eq. (3.1), the definition of an estimated geometric matrix for a reduced MPR could be given as follows: Definition 9: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n , then its estimated geometric matrix (EGM) that is expressed by E = e ij n×n with its element e ij satisfying
where n ≥ 3.
Theorem 10: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n , then its EGM E = e ij n×n is also a MPR.
Proof: It can be proven from two aspects: (1) It should be proven that e ij × e ji = 1 and e ii = 1 for (2) It should be proven that e ij ∈ [1/9, 9] for all the i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}.
Since r im , r mj ∈ [1/9, 9], then r im × r mj ∈ [1/9, 9], which completes the proof.
Theorem 11: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n with its EGM E = e ij n×n , then the EGM E is a consistent MPR; if r ij = e ij for ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, then the reduced MPR R = r ij n×n is a consistent MPR.
Proof: Based on Definition 9 and Eq. (3.1), we have
According to Definition 2, the EGM is a consistent MPR, and the reduced MPR is also a consistent MPR if r ij = e ij , which completes the proof.
Based on Theorem 11, the EGM can be referred to as the consistent MPR of its reduced MPR.
Example 12: Suppose a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n as follows: Then, the EGM E = e ij n×n of R can be constructed as follows: 
We use the Matlab software to draw ''Figure of area'' to offer a visible description of the inconsistent MPR R and its EGM E as shown in Fig. 1 . It shows that the EGM performs more regularly than the inconsistent MPR. Before giving the definition of a consistency index for a reduced MPR, a logarithmic distance between two reduced MPRs U and V is defined as follows:
Definition 13: Let U = u ij n×n and V = v ij n×n be two any reduced MPRs, then the logarithmic distance between U and V is defined as follows:
Theorem 14: Suppose that there are two any reduced MPRs U = u ij n×n and V = v ij n×n , then the logarithmic distance between U and V satisfies the following three properties:
Proof: For ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n and ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have log 9 u ij v ij + log 9
Since u ij , v ij ∈ 1 9, 9 , then 2 log 9
According to the first property, if
According to Definition 13, we have
Based on Definition 13, the definition of a consistency index for a reduced MPR can be given as:
Definition 15: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n and its consistent EGM E = e ij n×n , then a consistency index of the MPR R is defined as CI (R) = 1 − d (R, E), where CI (R) denotes the consistency index of the reduced MPR R = r ij n×n .
Obviously, the consistency index also satisfies Theorem 14, so 0 ≤ CI (R) ≤ 1 for the reduced MPR R. The larger the value of CI (R) is, the closer to its consistent EGM E the reduced MPR R is.
In the practical applications, because of the large number of alternatives, the lack of knowledge, and time pressure, the MPRs often cannot be completely consistent. Through investigations, it can be found that MPRs with acceptable consistency can also get reasonable decision-making results [30] . Thus, we give the definition of acceptable consistency for MPRs as follows:
Definition 16: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n and a predefined threshold value CĪ , if this reduced MPR R owns an acceptable consistency level, then it should satisfy CI (R) ≥ CĪ .
Theorem 17: Let R k = r ij,k n×n (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) be K MPRs given by K DMs and G = g ij n×n be their group MPR, which is obtained utilizing Eq. (5.1), then we have
2 log 9 r ij,k − log 9 e ij,k
This result completes the proof of Theorem 17. Based on Theorem 17, two Corollaries can be got easily as follows:
Corollary 18:
Based on Theorem 17, we can find that the consistency level of the group MPR is certainly higher than the lowest consistency level of all the individual MPRs. Corollary 18 implies that if all the individual MPRs satisfy acceptable consistency condition, then their group MPR is acceptably consistent. Corollary 19 describes that if all the individual MPRs are consistent, then their group MPR is consistent.
B. THRESHOLD ESTIMATION METHOD FOR CONSISTENCY INDEX
The threshold of consistency index for MPRs or HMPRs in the existing studies is determined by the experiences of the DMs. There is no any theoretical basis to support the reference value for the threshold. Moreover, the method for calculating the consistency index of the reduced MPRs in our paper is very different from that in the existing studies. Hence, the reference value for the threshold of consistency index of MPRs or HMPRs cannot be used in our paper. In this section, we develop a threshold estimation method to estimate the threshold of consistency index of the reduced MPRs.
Motivated by the definition of the consistency level of a hesitant fuzzy preference relation gave by Liu et al. [31] , we first put forward a definition of consistency threshold of a MPR as follows:
Definition 20: Given a reduced MPR R = r ij n×n and its consistent EGM E = e ij n×n . S that the density function of the distance d (R, E)between R and E is g (x), then the consistency threshold CĪ of the reduced MPR R satisfies that 1−CĪ 0 g(t)dt = τ , where τ is the confidence level and it is determined by the DMs.
The confidence level τ describes the probability of the distance d (R, E) being in the interval [0, 1 − r]. It can be seen that the confidence level τ influences the consistency threshold. The larger the confidence level is, the smaller the consistency threshold is. Hence, if the confidence level is set to be too high, then the consistency index of the reduced MPR would exceed the consistency threshold easily. Liu et al. [31] suggested that the confidence level is set to 20%.
Although it is very difficult for the DMs to provide the consistent MPRs in the practical application environments, the MPRs offered by DMs are repeatedly returned to them for adjusting. Hence, the distances between the MPRs and the consistent ones are trending to 0. Let a random variable X = log 9
, then X will trend to 0. Assume that the variable X follows a normal distribution, then its density
where
, then we have
Let F X (x) and F Y (y) be the cumulative distribution functions of the random variables X and Y , then
Taking the first derivative of F Y (y) with respect to y yields
which completes the proof of the theorem. According to Definition 20 and Theorem 21, we have
e −η 2 dη. For a nonnegative random variable x, its error function can be defined as erf It can be seen that the value of the consistency threshold decreases with the increase of the value of the confidence level.
C. CONSISTENCY CHECKING AND REVISING ALGORITHM BASED ON FEEDBACK MECHANISM
In this subsection, based on Theorem 11, Definitions 15 and 16, we utilize the feedback mechanism to put forward a consistency checking and revising algorithm that checks and then revises the inconsistent reduced MPRs R with the involvement of the DMs until CI (R) ≥ CĪ . Fig. 2 shows that this novel consistency checking and revising algorithm consists of three steps: the consistency checking process, recommendation process, and feedbackbased consistency revising process. It can be seen that the consistency checking process is in charge of checking that whether a MPR satisfies the condition CI (R) ≥ CĪ or the number of iterations exceeds a predefined threshold value. The recommendation process recommends an interval for the preference values to the DMs for guiding them to give suitable preference values. The consistency revising process reconstructs the MPR based on the feedback advices from the DMs.
Based on this feedback-based consistency and revising process shown in Algorithm 2, a theorem can be given as follows:
Algorithm 2 Consistency Checking and Revising Algorithm
Input: A reduced MPR, a threshold for consistence level denoted by CĪ , and a predefined threshold for the number of iterations denoted as T (T ≥ 1).
Output: The number of iterations t, the updated MPR
n×n , and its CI R (t) .
n×n ; Step 2. Using Definition 9, the EGM E (t) = e ij (t) n×n can be obtained;
Step 3. Utilize Definitions 13 and 15 to calculate the consistency index of R (t) denoted by CI R (t) . If CI R (t) ≥ CĪ or t ≥ T , then turn to Step 5; otherwise, turn to the next step.
Step 4. Return R (t) to the DM and suggest he/she to offer an adjusted
n×n , which satisfies
ij , e (t) ij .
Let t = t + 1, then turn to Step 2;
Step 5.
n×n , its consistency index CI R (t) .
Step 6. End.
Theorem 22:
Let R = r ij n×n be an any inconsistent or unacceptable MPR, R (t) and R (t+1) be the updated MPRs after t and t + 1 iterations of Step 4, and CĪ = α be the threshold for the consistency index, then we can get that CI R (t) < CI R (t+1) for each t and ≥ α.
V. CONSENSUS REACHING PROCESS
In the group decision-making problems [33] , [34] , there exists a group of DMs participating the process of evaluating the alternatives. Since the DMs are usually invited from different specialty fields and have different levels of knowledge, they have divergent opinions, which result in the low consensus among the reduced MPRs. Low consensus greatly influences on the results of group decision making problems [35] . Thus, in this section, we develop a consensus reaching process for the reduced MPRs. A group consensus index is first devised to measure the degree of agreement between each reduced MPR and their group MPR. Finally, a consensus reaching algorithm-based feedback mechanism is designed to modify the reduced MPR so as to reach a predefined consensus level.
A. GROUP CONSENSUS INDEX
Before providing the definition of group consensus index to measure the degree of agreement between each MPR and the group MPR, we define the group MPR as follows:
where G denotes the obtained group MPR.
Theorem 24:
T be the weight vector, then the group MPR G = g ij n×n is also a MPR.
Proof: Based on Eq. (5.1), we have
and
Because r ij,k ∈ [1/9, 9] and ω k ∈ [0, 1], then we have
According to Definition 1, the group MPR G = g ij n×n is a MPR, which completes the proof.
A closeness matrix (CM) between each reduced MPR R k and group MPR G = g ij n×n is defined as follows:
MPRs and G = g ij n×n be group MPR, then the closeness matrix (CM) between R k = r ij,k n×n and G = g ij n×n is constructed as follows:
where c ij,k ∈ [0, 1]. Based on Definition 25, the definition of group consensus index for MPRs can be given as follows:
Definition 26: Let R k = r ij,k n×n (k = 1, 2, . . . K ) be K MPRs and G = g ij n×n be their group MPR, then the group consensus index matrix of R k = r ij,k n×n is constructed as follows:
where z ij,k ∈ [0, 1]. Then the group consensus index of the alternative x i,k in the MPR R k = r ij,k n×n can be computed as:
Therefore, the group consensus index of R k = r ij,k n×n is calculated as follows:
, then it means that the kth DM shows full consensus with the group DM. The larger the value of GCI (R k ) is, the closer to the group DM the kth DM is. In the real decision-making problems, the DMs should determine a threshold GCĪ for the group consensus index in advance.
Definition 27: Let R k = r ij,k n×n (k = 1, 2, . . . K ) be K reduced MPRs, G = g ij n×n be the group MPR, as well as GCI (R k ) be the group consensus index of R k , then R k owns an acceptable consensus if GCI (R k ) ≥ GCĪ , where GCĪ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the threshold of the acceptable group consensus index.
In the practical group decision-making problems [36] , the DMs, who give the MPRs with higher group consensus index, are assigned with larger weights. Based on this principle, the weight of each DM is defined as follows:
Definition 28: Let R k = r ij,k n×n (k = 1, 2, . . . K ) be K reduced MPRs, then the weight ω k of kth DM is computed as
B. CONSENSUS REACHING ALGORITHM BASED ON FEEDBACK MECHANISM
Based on the above definitions, a new consensus reaching algorithm based on feedback mechanism is designed to make all the DMs achieve an acceptable consensus. This algorithm is composed of three parts, which are the consensus checking process, the identification and recommendation process, and the feedback-based consensus revising process, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The consensus checking process is in charge of checking whether the group consensus index (GCI) of each MPR R k satisfies GCI (R k ) ≥ GCĪ . If yes, it means that the MPR has an acceptable consensus level and it does not need to be revised further. Otherwise, it turns to the identification and recommendation process, which aims to locate all the pairs of alternatives whose group consensus indexes (GCI) satisfy the following equation:
where L k means the set of pairs of alternatives whose group consensus indexes are lower than that of R k . Then, it offers some suggestions to modify the preference value r ij,k for the pair of alternatives The feedback-based consensus revising process uses the feedback advice on the preference value r ij,k from the kth DM to modify the MPR R k whose group consensus index becomes larger.
According to the above discussions, a complete consensus reaching algorithm based on feedback mechanism is devised as follows: VOLUME 6, 2018
Algorithm 3 Consensus Reaching Algorithm

Input: MPRs
T , the predefined threshold GCĪ of acceptable group consensus index, the maximum number of iterations, l max ≥ 1.
Output: The number of iterations, l, the modified MPRs R
and GCI G (l) for the group MPR G (l) .
Step 1. Let l = 0, then we have R
Step 2. Use Definition 23 to fuse all the individual MPRs R
Step 3. Utilize Definition 25 as well as Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) to calculate the group consensus index matrix of R
k , and the group consensus index GCI R
≥ GCĪ for ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , K or l ≥ l max , then turn to Step 7; otherwise, turn to Step 4.
Step 4. Locate the set of pairs of alternatives using Eq. (5.6) as follows:
Step 5. Use S.i, S.ii, and S.iii to give suggestions on the modification of preference values for x
Step 6. Adopt the feedback advices on preference values x
, we utilize Definition 28 to update the weight of each DM as ω
Let l = l + 1 and turn to Step 2.
Step 7. Output the number of iterations, l, the modified MPRs R
, the group consensus indexes
Step 8. End.
Algorithm 3 is an iterative process and its convergence is discussed in Theorem 29.
Theorem 29: Let R k = r ij,k n×n (k = 1, 2, . . . K ) be MPRs, GCĪ denote the threshold for their group consensus index, R 
Proof: According to Definition 23,
Then we have
, then the equation can be transformed into min r
Assume that r
ij , it can be proven in the same way, which completes the proof. 
Proof: For any k = 1, 2, . . . , K , we have
According to Theorem 17, then we have
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Moreover, CI G
Theorem 30 implies that the consistency index of each MPR is still acceptable after it is updated using Algorithm 3. According to this theorem, it is feasible to put forward a complete group decision-making model that is composed of the consistency and consensus of HMPRs.
VI. COMPLETE GROUP DECISION-MAKING MODEL WITH HMPRs
In this section, a complete group decision-making model with HMPRs is put forward to rank all the alternatives in the complex decision-making problems.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4 , the complete group decisionmaking model consists of four parts: the regression process, the consistency checking and revising process, the consensus reaching process, and also the ranking process, respectively. Theorem 30 shows that it is rational to place the consistency checking and revising process before the consensus reaching process in the complete group decision-making model. The methods for the regression process, consistency checking and revising process, and consensus reaching process have been shown in Sections 3, 4, and 5. The ranking process aims to rank all the alternatives and then select the optimal one. It first utilizes the multiplicative geometric (MG) operator (Eq. (5.1)) to aggregate all the preference values in each row of the group MPR and then we can obtain the overall preference degree of each alternative, x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) . Finally, all the alternatives can be ranked based on their overall preference degrees and then the optimal one can be selected.
According to Fig. 4 , we combine Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 to develop a complete algorithm, which ranks all the alternatives and selects the optimal one from group decision-making problems with HMPRs.
Algorithm 4 Complete Group Decision-Making Algorithm
Input: HMPRs
T , a threshold CĪ for the consistence index, a threshold GCĪ for the acceptable group consensus index, and the maximum number of iterations, l max ≥ 1.
Output: The ranking of all the alternatives and the optimal one.
Step 1. Choose a HME h ij,k (i = j) from H k , get the set M Step 2. Utilize the following equation:
to calculate the geometric estimated preference value h G ij,k
and then obtain h * ij,k satisfying the following equation:
Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the optimal value of each HME in H k has been obtained, then turn to Step 4.
Step
Step 5. Use the following equation:
Step 6. Utilize the following equation:
≥ CĪ or l ≥ l max , then turn to Step 9; otherwise, turn to the next step.
Step 7. Return R (l) k to the kth DM and suggest he/she to offer an adjusted R
Let l = l + 1, then turn to Step 5;
Step 8. Utilize Definition 23 to aggregate all the MPRs R
, where
Step 9. Utilize Eq. (5.3) to compute the group consensus index matrix GCM R
k , where
Utilize Eq. (5.4) to compute the group consensus index GCI x 
≥ GCĪ for ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , K or l ≥ l max , then turn to Step 13; otherwise, turn to Step 11.
Step 10. Locate the set of pairs of alternatives using Eq. (5.6) as follows:
Step 11. Use S.i, S.ii, and S.iii to offer suggestions on the modification of preference values for x
VII. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE AND COMPARISON ANALYSIS
In this section, we first give a numerical example to show the process of proposed group decision-making model. Then we
Step 12. Use the feedback advices on preference values x
, and utilize Definition 28 to update the weights of the DMs as:
Let l = l + 1 and turn to Step 9.
Step 13. Use the MG operator (Eq. (5.1)):
to fuse all the preference values in each row of the group
and then get the overall preference degrees g
i * of the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Step 14. Rank all the alternatives
i * (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and then select the optimal one.
Step 15. End.
compare the proposed group decision-making model with the group decision-making model which was put forward by Zhang and Wu [27] to validate the effectiveness of our model.
A. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Example 31: In recent years, with the quick development of Internet Plus and mobile payment, the bicycle-sharing comes into people's daily lives. It becomes more and more popular and has been reported by The New York Times and Financial Times. A large number of shared bikes can be easily found in the streets or roads of cities and people can utilize their smart phones to scan the QR (Quick Response) code on the shared bikes to unlock them. The price of renting a shared bike is very low, about 1 RMB per hour. Moreover, people can park the shared bikes almost anywhere they like. Therefore, the emerging of bicycle-sharing makes people be very easy to travel and shared bikes have become one of the most popular means of the public transports in China. The 2017 Internet Trends Report delivered by Mary Meeker shows that the on-demand bike transportation in China is second only to cars and two-thirds of bike riders use bike-sharing programs three or more times per week.
There are many different types of bike-sharing brands in Chinese market, such as mobike, UBIKE, OFO, Hellobike, bluegogo, UniBike, and youon. Assume that there exists an investment company that plans to invest one of bike-sharing brands. There are four possible alternatives to be considered, which are listed as: (1) x 1 is mobike; (2) x 2 is bluegogo; (3) x 3 is OFO; (4) x 4 is youon. Four DMs DM k (k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) are called to compare these four types of bike-sharing brands concerning the criterion growth analysis by using the Saaty's 1-9 scale and the weight vector is ω = 1 4, 1 4, 1 4, 1 4 . The DMs provide their quantitative assessment information in the form of HMPRs as follows:
To depict the process of Algorithm 4, the involved steps are shown as follows:
Step 1: Choose the HME h 12,1 from R 1 , achieve the set M Step 2: Use Eq. (6.2) to compute the geometric estimated preference value h G 12,1 as:
Then, we use Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) to get the optimal value h * 12 from the HME h 12 as follows:
Thus, min(εh 12,1 ) = 0.3456. Then h * 12,1 = 3.
Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the optimal value of each HME in H k has been obtained.
Step 4: Use all the collected h * ij,k (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n; i = j) to form the reduced MPR H * k = h * ij,k 4×4
. Let l = 0, then
Step 5: Use Eq. (6.5) to compute the EGM, namely the consistent MPR, of each reduced R (0) k as:
Step 6: Utilize Eq. (6.6) to compute the consistency index CI R k should be modified in the next step.
Step 7: Return R
k to the kth DM and suggest he/she to provide an adjusted MPR R 
Step 8: Use Eq. (6.5) to compute the EGM, namely the consistent MPR, of each reduced R (1) k as: 
Step 9: Utilize Eq. (6.6) to compute the consistency index CI R Step 10: Utilize Eq. (6.8) to fuse all the reduced MPRs R
into a group MPR G (1) , where 
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Step 11: Utilize Eq. (6.9) to compute the group consensus index matrix GCM R
k , where , and GCI R (1) 4 are lower than 0.95, turn to the next step.
Step 12: Locate the set of pairs of alternatives using Eq. (6.12) as follows:
Step 13: Use S.i, S.ii, and S.iii to offer suggestions on the modification of preference values for x
and use the feedback on preference values from the DMs to construct R
, where (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) with the weight vector ω (2) into a group MPR G (1) = g Step 16: Utilize Eq. (6.14) to aggregate all the preference values in each row of the group MPR G (2) = g (2) ij 4×4
and obtain the overall preference degree g (2) i
2 * = 1.28, g (2) 3 * = 1.41, g (2) 4 * = 0.52
Step 17: Rank all the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) based on their overall preference degrees g (2) i * (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and then select the optimal one. g (2) 3 * > g (2) 2 * > g (2) 1 * > g (2) 4 * Thus, the best one is x 3 (OFO).
B. COMPARISON ANALYSIS
To the best of our knowledge, currently, only Zhang and Wu [27] developed a group decision-making model with HMPRs taking consistency and consensus into account. Therefore, we will compare our proposed model with the model which was designed by Zhang and Wu [27] to show the advantages of our model.
We utilize the group decision-making model, which was devised by Zhang and Wu [27] to deal with HMPRs in Example 31. The parameters are set to: CĪ = 1.01, δ = 0.1, η = 0.2, the weight vector of all the DMs, λ = (0.1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1), GCĪ = 1.05, which are derived from Example 31 in the work of Zhang and Wu [27] . We try to implement the group decision-making model that was proposed by Zhang and Wu [27] using the Java language on the MyEclipse development software. We first normalize all the HMPRs in Example 31 as:
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We can get acceptably consistent HMPRs and complete consistent HMPRs of H 1 , H 2 , H 4 after only one iteration and the acceptably consistent HMPR and complete consistent HMPR of H 3 after two iterations, which are listed as H Through running the java code, it can be found that all the acceptably consistent HMPRs can get the acceptable group consensus level after one iteration and their group HMPR is obtained as G (1) , as shown at the top of the next page.
Then, the HMG operator and the score function that were proposed in Zhang and Wu [27] are used to compute the sores of all the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) as: Finally, we rank all of the alternatives x i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) according to their scores as:
Thus, the optimal one is x 3 (OFO), which shows that our proposed group decision-making model can obtain the same result as the group decision-making model that was devised by Zhang and Wu [27] . It can validate the effectiveness of our proposed group decision-making model.
In the following part, we will compare the proposed group decision-making model with that is presented in Zhang and Wu [27] and describe the differences between them:
(1) The group decision-making model proposed by Zhang et al. normalizes all the HMPRs so that all of the HMEs have the same number of elements, while our proposed decision-making model introduces the regression method based on the complete consistency to reduce each HMPR into the MPR, which can decrease the computation complexity efficiently.
(2) The threshold of the consistency index in Zhang and Wu [27] is determined by the experiences of the decision makers, which is lack of the theoretical basis to support it. While we develop a new threshold estimation method to calculate the consistency threshold under different confidence levels using the probability theory.
(3) From the above comparison analysis, we can find that our proposed group decision-making model can reduce the number of iterations compared with that of Zhang et al. 
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(4) The group decision-making model proposed by Zhang et al. modifies the consistency and the consensus of HMPRs without the involvements of the DMs, while our proposed decision-making model exploits the feedback mechanism to modify the consistency and the consensus, which can avoid the loss of information and then prevent from resulting in the incorrect decision-making results.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed an efficient group decisionmaking model to solve HMPRs considering the consistency and consensus. To reduce the computations in the decision making process, we have introduced the concept of complete consistency and error analysis method to design a regression method to reduce HMPRs into MPRs. Then, based on the logarithmic distance, we have defined the consistency index to measure the consistency level of an inconsistent reduced MPR, developed a threshold estimation method to estimate the consistency threshold for the reduced MPRs using the probability theory, and proposed a feedback mechanism to put forward a consistency checking and revising algorithm to modify the reduced MPRs until they satisfy the acceptable consistency.
At the same time, we have defined the group consensus index of HMPRs and then exploited a feedback mechanism to design a consensus reaching algorithm to check whether the group consensus index of each reduced MPR is enough and revise the reduced MPRs with the involvement of the DMs.
Finally, we combined the regression method, consistency checking and revising method, and the consensus reaching process to develop a complete group decision-making model with HMPRs and provided a practical example concerning the investment of shared bikes to demonstrate our proposed group decision-making model. At the same time, we have used the group decision-making model developed by Zhang and Wu [27] to solve HMPRs in Example 31 and performed a detailed comparison analysis between our model and the one of Zhang and Wu [27] , which validates the effectiveness of our model and its advantages over the Zhang et al.'s model.
In the future, we will intend to use the local outlier factor algorithm and kernel density estimation function to develop a novel method, which can accurately estimate the thresholds of consistency index and group consensus index instead of being determined by experiences of the DMs.
